
Evolution and Sola Scriptura  

Foreground Text - 2 Timothy 4:1-4  

Definitions: 

SOLA SCRIPTURA  -  "by Scripture alone" , the Bible is the supreme authority in all matters of doctrine and 

practice. All is subordinate to and corrected by the written word of God. 

1689 2nd London Baptist Confession (Chapter 1) Paragraphs 9 and 10 

TWO PRINCIPLES EMERGE: 

1. Scripture interprets Scripture (Exegesis) 

 

 

 

 

2. Scripture must be the final judge of all controversies. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hybrid Views place Evolution as the Judge over Scripture _ PLACES SCRIPTURE ON TRIAL 

Compromise Views  belief Biblical Problems  

Theistic Evolution  Genesis is allegory, evolutionary ages 

accepted gladly  

God becomes the author of death and 

also uses trial-and-error processes to 

create the universe.  God is not 

Sovereign! 

The Gap Theory  Long ages before Genesis 1:3 then six 

literal days.  

God must pronounce death good and 

every time a new evolutionary theory is 

altered this viewpoint must be altered 

also.  

The Day-Age Theory Each day is a long period (millions of 

years)  

Chronological problems are everywhere. 

Misunderstands both science and 

Scripture  

Progressive Creation  Long ages with periods of creation by 

God along the way 

God's curse on humanity was only 

spiritual death not physical death.  Proto-

humans existed prior to Adam. No world-

wide flood. 

John MacArthur “In Scripture, the person of God and 

the Word of God are everywhere interrelated, so 

much so that whatever is true about the character of 

God is true about the nature of God’s Word. Thus, to 

deny the clarity of scripture is to call into question 

God’s ability to communicate clearly.” 

True biblical scholarship seeks to arrive at exegetical 

conclusions in conformity with the biblical text, not impose 

humanistic conclusions upon the text, thus changing its 

meaning. Those who insist on mixing oil with water combine 

pseudo-science with pseudo-exegesis and come up with 

convoluted solutions that neither scientists nor scholars can 

agree on. http://theaquilareport.com/the-genesis-crisis/ 



The Framework Hypothesis  The six days of creation are figurative 

and topical metaphors which removes 

any restriction of time 

The ideas of man is lifted higher than 

God's Word (starts outside of God's 

Word) 

Intelligent Design Theory Examines the science only and doesn’t 

identify the Creator.  

Excludes God from the discussion and 

hopes that pure logic will convince 

evolutionists of their views 

 

Background Text: Genesis 3:1-7 

 

3 Major Occurrences: Doubt, Denial, Denigration1 

1. Doubt - “Has God indeed said, ‘You shall not eat of every tree of the garden’?”  

Evolution brings the exact same doubts and challenges to the Word of God.  

 

2. Denial - “You will not surely die.  

Evolution Denies Scripture’s Truthfulness and Sufficiency.  

3. Denigration - For God knows that in the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like 

God, knowing good and evil.” 

 

Evolution Denigrates God’s Character. 

 

Summary:  There is no positive case in Scripture for evolution; its long ages of death and struggle and 

subsequent creative developments along a continuum .  According to SCRIPTURE AND SCRIPTURE ALONE, we 

must reject it.  

A. Judson “A true disciple inquires not whether a fact is agreeable to his own reason, but whether it is in 

the book.” 

 

1  These 3 Terms are the way Dr. Henry Morris III summarizes the events in Genesis 3.  I borrow these summary terms 

from him.  


